Sustainable Waste Biorefinery Facilities (WBFs) represent multifactorial systems that necessitate the organization, cooperation and the acceptance of different social stakeholders. However, these attempts have become targets of environmental, social and legal oppositions despite their obvious economic benefits. The variety of ambivalent and heterogeneous external effects of such projects result in either local support or opposition to the facility, which in turn becomes a critical factor affecting facility location decisions, and subsequent success of a WBF. Research has shown that simple surveys do not sufficiently measure social acceptance of such endeavors, and in most cases, local community factors dominate other external valuable impacts. In the current study, a novel Fuzzy Cognitive Map (FCM) modeling approach is proposed in order to analyze the socio-economic implications and to overcome multiple uncertainties occurring in sustainable WBF development and implementation. The primary investigation relates to the factors that influence the development of organic or chemical treatment of waste by the local communities and the competent authorities. The determination of concepts involved in the FCM modeling depends on a hybrid approach where both experts' opinion and statistical results from questionnaires distributed to stakeholders participate in the concept circumscription, thus identifying the centrality of each node in the model. Several steady state and dynamic analysis scenarios show the influence of driver concepts to receiver concepts on the social aspect FCM constructed.
INTRODUCTION
Our society well-being remains heavily dependent on non-renewable fossil sources that provide heat, electricity, pharmaceuticals, transportation and food production. The major problem is though that our reliance on non-renewable energy sources has important negative environmental impacts, such acidification of oceans and global warming. To safeguard present livelihoods and offer development pathways for non-industrialized societies, energy sustainability is needed. Thus, the requirement to use renewable resources and to minimize waste becomes apparent. For that reason, an increasing number of individuals, companies, organizations and governments turn toward the development of biorefineries and biofuel production (Halder et al., 2012) . This rapid growth is predominantly supported by major associations, such as central and local agencies whose primary goal is to promote policies, regulations and R&D initiatives that will lead to the increased production and use of sustainable biofuels. For the biorefinery industry the selection of the installation location is of great importance, as this is the major parameter impacting the initial capital of the project, the transportation costs for the raw materials and the produced fuel, which in turn become secondary factors affecting the retail price of the product. It must be noted here that a major role affecting the decision on the installation location is the acceptance of the local community at a first level and the approval of the local competent authorities at a second level. The immediate social acceptance drastically diminishes installation time delays and indirectly decreases the installation costs. On the other hand, companies believe that they are the ones that should decide where to locate the plants, arguing on the assumption that producers are economic free agents, evaluating sites as if all counties are contenders for their business, weighing the availability of feedstocks along with their infrastructure needs, operating without ties to localities, and being subject to enticement from policy incentives (Walter and Gutscher, 2011; Tigges and Noble, 2012; Fortenbery et al., 2013; Nizami et al., 2017a,b) . Regardless of any minor disadvantages in relation to bioeconomy, the vast majority of researchers support the broad participation of various stakeholder groups and citizen associations, in order to "chart a strategic plan" to promote crucial importance of Waste Biorefinery Facility (WBF) growth. To be more specific, the following important impacts necessitate the urgency to open up the discussion about WBFs into the general public and include all affected stakeholders and major citizen groups (McGuire et al., 2017 ):
• The engagement of local citizens and stakeholders in relation to WBF growth are established at the regional level and mostly at the places where the establishments are meant to be built.
• The bigger the interaction with the major stakeholder groups, the bigger the increase of mutual understanding and agreement when dealing with collisions and conflicts of various social groups of citizens.
• The benefits of the local and regional rural economy are maximized when the WBF growth is "mainstreamed" and the vast majority of local citizens get advantage of it.
• The engagement of the general public and the major stakeholder groups makes better use of good practices in relation to the efficient use of waste-based resources.
• The mutual decision making process among all affected stakeholder groups, scientists, researchers, and nongovernmental organizations ensures an integrated methodology resulting in a sustainable bioeconomy.
Certainly, there are also negative effects emanating by WBF growth. However, appropriate management of such inverse impacts ends up in promoting new sustainability standards and a better policy making framework than the existed one. On the other hand, high levels of public acceptance are essential if local authorities plan substantial increases in new renewable energy power plants for a certain area, as such projects may impose both positive and negative externalities on the local communities concerned. Apart from the increase of local jobs created and the stimulation of the local economy, such attempts positively affect local tax revenues, while at the same time purchases of local goods and services are also boosted. Nevertheless, the most common phenomenon occurring is a social syndrome usually referred as "Not In My Back Yard (NIMBY)" (Dear, 1992; van der Horst, 2007) , reflecting residents' opposition to a proposed development in their local area. This characteristic phenomenon often carries the connotation that local residents are only opposing the development of waste biorefinery plants because they are close to them, and that they would tolerate or support such installations if they were built further away (Haddad et al., 2009; Lambert, 2009; CTV Kitchener, 2012; Lakioti et al., 2017) . Characteristic cases are the ones mentioned in Selfa (2010) , which investigate the opposition to biofuel facilities by local communities in three different locations in Kansas and Iowa. Lambert (2009) also mentions a good practice by a consulting company, which has helped tremendously various WBF corporations to address the NIMBY wars triggered in 135 locations. However, more and more researchers lately tend to discard the NIMBY-thesis due to the limitations imposed relatively to the human attitudes in obscuring the actual reasons for rejecting any kind of land use and particularly any WBF related land use (Devine-Wright, 2009; Wolsink, 2012) . Similar thesis relative to land use (Brion, 2015; Ciment, 2015) is the "Locally Unwanted Land Use" (LULU) syndrome. This basically argues that there is a land use creating externality costs on those citizens living within close proximity and these costs include potential health hazards, poor aesthetics, or reduction in home values. Therefore, the development of such facilities, with an increased level of hazards, need to be created for the greater benefits of the society as a whole, in order to get global acceptance and supportiveness.
The design and control of engineering systems such as waste biorefineries is a complex decision-making process in which multiple conflicting objectives of social, economic, and environmental nature must be taken into account. The key sustainability factors that drive the development and management of WBF or change the status quo of an existing waste management system can be summarized and categorized into: (a) environmental (climate change, land use, depletion of natural resources etc.), (b) social (local demographics, public resistance/resilience, NIMBY-LULU, public participation in making policies etc.), (c) competent authorities (institutional and administrative policies for WBF development, regional and municipal politics and legislation, structural development etc.), (d) economic (development funding, structural efficiency in installation minimizing costs, pricing models, secondary materials market etc.), and (e) technological (collection and transfer system, treatment technologies, waste stream composition and change) (Bovea and Powell, 2006; den Boer and Lager, 2007; Beigl et al., 2008; Graymore et al., 2008; Rehan et al., 2018) .
The decision and policy making relatively to the development and sustainability of such large-scale waste biorefinery projects is done by stakeholders that influence these operations and sometimes their opinion is conflicting with others. Stakeholders include each of people or groups who are affected by technology developments or can affect that. Many of the barriers to access a successful performance of the projects could be the result of lack of acceptance of such projects by these social groups (Hosseini et al., 2018) . From a socio-political point of view, acceptance of projects by core stakeholders and political actors has critical importance. When challenge is programming and increasing pub1ic participation incentive, cooperation with stakeholders and policy makers and also analysis of the acceptance level is important. For that reason, the decision-making model that will be adopted should provide quantifiable metric enabling systematic comparisons of the effect of different compromise solutions on the dissatisfaction of the stakeholders. With that model, it must be possible to make a thorough analysis relatively to the fairness of the decision taken and how decisions affect the opinions of specific stakeholder communities. Because of the diversity of stakeholder perceptions and attitudes, the model should also be able to analyze if a certain stakeholder or subset of stakeholders fully dictates the nature of a decision and therefore dissatisfaction of the rest of the stakeholders occurs. Stakeholder opinions along with polling procedures are the main tools that can be used for the development of such decision and policy making models, as they alleviate the conflicts created due to the way the information is presented and processed by the stakeholders (Cucek et al., 2013; Geraili and Romagnoli, 2015; Liew et al., 2015; Dowling et al., 2016) .
Even though there is not an exact consensus on all environmental, economic and social impacts of building and managing WBFs, in the current paper we outline how an understanding of the processes of bridging cognitive and sociopolitical legitimacy can be used in the formation of a Fuzzy Cognitive Map (FCM) as a decision and policy making tool for the management of WBFs. Unlike all previous attempts of modeling such a problem, this study primarily depends on the local society stakeholder perceptions, opinions, attitudes and expectations to model the installation of new sites in rural and suburban areas.
The structure of the paper is as follows: In the next section, all the material and methods related to WBFs and FCMs are presented. More specifically, the integration of stakeholders in the WBF management decision process, the multi-criteria analysis and the scenario-based analysis methodologies are reviewed. Also, the characteristics of the FCM including the most popular activation and transformation functions as well as the algorithm of FCM construction from experts and the development of FCM from learning and training techniques are quoted. In section three, the application of FCMs in analyzing Social Acceptance for WBFs, developing a decision making FCM for a case study of WBF development in Thessaly, Greece, is discussed. Furthermore, due to the amount of concepts and the FCM complexity generated, the social part of the FCM is focused, by discussing its steady and dynamic state analysis and how the driver concepts influence the social acceptance. In the final section, conclusions and future challenges on the issue are highlighted.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Integration of Stakeholders in the WBF Development Decision Making Process
Analyzing waste biorefinery development and management decision making has been a challenge in the recent years along with other similar problems (Lin and Yang, 2018; Stadler et al., 2018) . Most of the researchers initially based their analyses on science, consensus, structured and multicriteria decision making approaches according to Gregory et al. (2012) . With a focus on methods to involve citizens and other stakeholders in decision-making processes Van Asselt and Rijkens-Klomp (2002) identified eight different methods such as focus groups, scenario analysis, scientific stakeholder workshops, policy exercises, participatory modeling building, citizens' juries, consensus conferences, and participatory planning. However, when it comes to make decisions, the integration of stakeholders along with the opinion differences created between them and the experts in co-producing knowledge forces the analysts to use more widely approved methodologies. Among these methods, multi-criteria analysis, scenario analysis and rationality theory analysis are the ones to bring stakeholders and experts together in triggering learning processes that can make science more sensitive for societal problems (Mielke et al., 2016) .
Multi-Criteria Analysis
The basic idea behind Multi-Criteria Analysis (MCA) is to set up measurable parameters that affect the process under study and to identify well established units for these impacts along with a clear ranking methodology. This formalized procedure allows decision makers to select the most desirable alternative among all available choices. Whenever there exist trade-offs between various alternatives, MCA clarifies values associated with decisions and evaluates these different alternatives including additional criteria. More specifically, the alternatives are further classified and clustered into criteria, which are weighted separately and then recombined back together onto the initial grading scale. Munda (2004 Munda ( , 2008 . MCA methodologies utilize predominantly quantitative data. On the other hand, when the incorporate of stakeholders' perspectives into the decision process is attempted, their input usually consists of qualitative information making MCA methods insufficient to integrate this input. To overcome this problem, researchers synthesize traditional social research techniques (surveys, discourse based evaluation, narrative analysis, and value integration methods) with MCA for addressing the integration of stakeholders' perspectives. Thus, alternative MCA methodology variants have been developed to overcome the aforementioned challenge (Stirling, 2006; Yatsalo et al., 2007) . For our case, the most important variant is the one that corresponds to Social MultiCriteria Evaluation (SMCE), as emphasis is given mostly to stakeholder engagement in making decisions and also on the operational framework useful to answer the following question: how can the local society and the local competent authorities integrate a plurality of technical aspects and social views into its ex-ante impact assessment in a coherent and transparent manner for the development and management of WBFs. According to Scolobig and Lilliestam (2016) the phases of SMCE are: (a) institutional analysis, (b) alternatives and criteria, (c) assessment of the criteria, and d) identification of the most desirable alternative. Finally, the most critical parameter in this impact assessment technique is to produce a decision policy based on the following three main objectives:
1. Effectiveness: the degree to which the policy objectives are achieved (in terms of goals or levels of output) and the problems identified are solved, 2. Efficiency: making sure that the local society of experts and stakeholders has expressed its commitment to ensure that its proposals meet policy goals at minimum cost and/or taking into account an analysis of costs and benefits and their distribution among the stakeholders affected, and 3. Coherence: with other existing local society rules and policies.
Scenario-Based Decision Making
In general, the Scenario-Based methodology simply presents all the alternative scenarios evaluating the impacts they impose in decision making without the inclusion of a decision-making directive. After evaluating the impacts of each scenario, the decision maker should be able to make a decision related to the problem at hand, evaluating the less expensive alternative. A critical task in this process is the involvement of stakeholders in suggesting different scenarios for evaluation, or evaluating the existing ones, or setting scenario boundary conditions together with the decision makers (Kok et al., 2015; Trutnevyte et al., 2016) . Furthermore, as we already explained, the difficulty stands on the fact that all the qualitative information coming from the stakeholders' input needs to be converted into quantitative. Therefore, it is useful to incorporate Fuzzy Logic techniques to achieve this defuzzificaton process. To summarize, the key steps of the engagement of the stakeholders in scenario-based approaches (Scolobig and Lilliestam, 2016) are: (a) the elicitation of stakeholders' perspectives, (b) quantification of inputs to feed the model parameters and (c) the scenario ranking and identification of actions to enact a particular scenario.
Plural Rationality Decision Making
In this case, decision and policy making is based on a solution as a result of a compromising process among multiple "voices" through extraction of multiple stakeholder perspectives. This methodology is based on the theory of plural rationality, which suggests that all stakeholder perspectives are organized and relate to five different issues, namely the hierarchical, the egalitarian, the individualistic, the fatalistic, and the autonomous. These categories share common attitudes and views of stakeholders. Thus, for this method, the key steps that need to be taken are: (a) the elicitation of stakeholder perspectives, (b) the creation of technical-policy alternatives, (c) the construction of focus groups to discuss these alternatives and prioritize the actions needed to be taken, and finally (d) a thorough discussion to reach a decision.
Experts and Stakeholders
The increasing number of decision making models that can incorporate both expert opinions and a diverse collection of stakeholder perspectives creates inevitably a confusion in selecting the best analytic-deliberative-adaptive methodology for developing and managing WBFs. For this reason, we choose to base our approach on the inclusive definition of all the concepts made primarily by experts. At the same time, the model scrutiny will also utilize systematic and transparent procedures including as wide a range of stakeholders as possible. However, it must be noted that priority must be given to the quality of the enquiry for those responsible for waste biorefinery management and policy formulation for this kind of projects. For such systems, the efficiency of decision-making depends largely on the ability of decision-makers to analyse the complex cause and effect relationships and take productive actions based on the analysis. More specifically, the dynamics of large scale complex WBF reveal different components which affect each other, and these cause and effect relations show system behavior. All aforementioned arguments guide us to use system conceptualization graphs to understand all of the system aspects, such as FCMs.
Fuzzy Cognitive Mapping (FCM)
FCM is a qualitative or rather semi-quantitative and dynamic method to structure expert knowledge that aims to capture a person's perception of a particular issue in a diagrammatic format. FCM graphs provide both the modeler and the interviewee with an informal structured process having the ability to give additional beliefs, insights and concepts about a certain domain. Furthermore, the interrelations and interdependencies of these concepts are also revealed, providing information about how the change of one issue can affect the others. The selection of the FCM methodology to investigate the development and management of WBF is due to following advantages according to Ozesmi and Ozesmi (2004) : (a) FCMs are well structured to imprint the complexity and the reason for the waste biorefinery model, (b) FCMs are capable to represent the quantitative and qualitative information obtained from the stakeholders' opinion, overcoming the lack of quantitative reliability of data due to uncertainty, and (c) FCMs are suitable to illustrate the effects of factor changing for the whole systems even though they are not able to make quantitative predictions. Therefore, FCMs are allowed to predict the effects of the policy taken under the "what-if " scenario, having assumed that, since the real world is complex, knowledge can be obtained from the perception of people involved into a certain issue (Kosko, 1986 (Kosko, , 1987 .
Basic Concepts for FCMs
More rigorously, an FCM is a graphical representation of a system used to illustrate the cause and effect relations between nodes, thus giving us the opportunity to describe its behavior in a simple and symbolic way. In FCM graphs, nodes represent concepts, and arcs represent the perceived relationships between Frontiers in Energy Research | www.frontiersin.orgthese concepts (Axelrod, 1976) . These relationships in a FCM are logically imposed by connecting concepts via semantic or otherwise meaningful directed linkages showing the causality between them (Novak and Cañas, 2008) . According to Gray et al. (2014) , this causality in representing cognition by weighted arcs in a structural map is derived from constructivist psychology, which suggests that individuals interactively and collectively construct experience/knowledge developing internal associative representations that help to catalog, interpret, and assign meaning to environmental stimuli and experiences (Raskin, 2002) . Another view of the FCMs is from the Neural Networks and Fuzzy Logic point of view. For that reason, learning techniques and algorithms can be borrowed and utilized to train the FCMs and adjust the weights of the concept interconnections.
In order to ensure the operation of the system, FCMs embody the accumulated knowledge and experience from experts who acquaint how the system operates under different conditions. For experts to conclude on which concepts to integrate, stakeholders give firstly feedback prior to knowledge extraction. Especially for decision policies made, this knowledge extraction is succeeded transforming all linguistic variables into numeric values via a defuzzification process. This produces a set of concepts denoted as C i (i = 1, 2, . . . n) (graph nodes) with their interrelations denoted as w i (graph directed edges). After the defuzzification, concepts are assigned a value within the range [0, 1] and weights are assigned values in the range [−1, 1] to capture negative and positive causality. A positive value of the weight w ij indicates that an increase (decrease) in the value of concept C i results to an increment (decrement) of the concept's value C j . Similarly, a negative weight w ij indicates that an increase (decrease) in the value of concept C i results to a decrement (increment) of the concept's value C j , while a zero weight denotes the absence of relationship between concepts C i and C j , respectively. Taking into consideration the interrelations between the concepts of a FCM, the corresponding adjacency matrix can easily be formed. Every concept C i in the graph has a value A i that expresses the quantity of its corresponding physical value derived after the defuzzification described above. The value A i of C i is computed in each simulation step and it basically indicates the influence of all other concepts C j to C i (inference). The most popular inference rules are: (a) Kosko's inference, (b) Modified Kosko's inference, and (c) Rescale inference, as shown in the following three activation functions, respectively.
is the threshold (transformation) function that can be: (a) bivalent, (b) trivalent, (c) sigmoid or (d) hyperbolic, as shown in the following four equations, respectively.
where λ is a real positive number (λ > 0) that determines the steepness of the continuous function f and x is the value A i (k) on the equilibrium point. It should be noted that the sigmoid threshold function ensures that the calculated value of each concept will belong to the interval [0, 1] . When the values of concepts can be negative and their values belong to the interval [−1, 1], the hyperbolic tangent function can be used instead.
FCM Development Using Expert Knowledge
Experts can use their knowledge in the area under study to develop an FCM by firstly identifying the main concepts involved and secondly indicating the causal relationships among these concepts. The final step is the calculation of the causal relationships strengths using either crisp numeric values within the range [−1, 1] or using linguistic variables and values that at second stage are defuzzified into numeric. Furthermore, experts can improve an existed FCM by collectively analysing the key characteristics of the system under study and reevaluating the structure and the interconnections of the graph using fuzzy conditional statements or fuzzy rules. The algorithm used for the development of a FCM is depicted below (Groumpos and Anninou, 2017):
Step 1 : Experts select the concepts C i that constitute the FCM graph.
Step 2 : Each expert defines the causal relationship between any two concepts, if there exists one (positive, negative, neutral).
Step 3 : Experts carefully determine the value of the relationship between the two concepts.
Step 4 : Experts describe initially the causal influence using linguistic variables, such as "low, " "medium, " "high" etc. The sign of each weight (+ or -) represents the type of influence between concepts. There are three types of interconnections between two concepts C i and C j :
• w ij ≥ 0 means that an increase or decrease in concept C i causes the same result in concept C j .
• w ij ≤ 0 means that an increase or decrease in concept C i causes the opposite result in concept C j .
• w ij = 0 means that there is no relation between concepts C i and C j .
The degree of influence between the two concepts is indicated by the absolute value of w ij . During the simulation, the value of each concept is calculated using the following rule:
Learning Process in a FCM
In general, the manual process for developing an FCM described in section FCM Development Using Expert Knowledge can be used only when there is at least one expert with expertise on the problem under study. However, in some situations, a FCM could not be constructed because of the following reasons:
• There is no expert or stakeholders with direct interest to define a FCM.
• The experts' knowledge is different or with each other and they draw drastically different FCMs or even FCMs with minimum overlap of concepts.
• There are large amount of concepts and connections between them, which could not be drawn without mistakes (it occurs in high complexity problems).
For such extreme cases there has been developed a systematic way of constructing the FCM using a learning process, i.e., a process that will automatically determine the weights of the FCM, which best fits the decision-making and prediction problems. Diverse learning methods have been proposed by many researchers and they are based on the same techniques that used to train neural networks. These techniques are of three basic types namely: (a) Hebbian-based, (b) Population-based, and (c) Hybrid. Hebbian oriented learning requires data to be used alomg with a learning formula that regulates the adjustment of the cognitive map weights. The initial map before FCM learning in this case is established using experts' knowledge. Population-based learning algorithms on the other hand use evolution strategies to learn FCMs from data such as particle swam optimization (Koulouriotis et al., 2001) , real-coded genetic algorithms (Stach et al., 2005) , and the well-known big bang-big crunch algorithm (Yesil and Dodurka, 2013) . Finally, hybrid learning approaches make use of both the effectiveness of Hebbian learning and the global search capability of evolutionary-based algorithms. Even though the hybrid approaches can learn FCMs with high accuracy, these approaches still suffer from the problem of converging to undesired states for the output concept values (Zhu and Zhang, 2008) .
In the case of unsupervised learning algorithms, Hebbianbased methods use available data and a learning formula that is based on several modifications of Hebbian law, to iteratively adjust FCM weights. Typical Hebbian-based methods have been reported in the literature (Dickerson and Kosko, 1994; Huerga, 2002; Papageorgiou et al., 2003 Papageorgiou et al., , 2004 Konar and Chakraborty, 2005; Stach et al., 2007 Stach et al., , 2008 .
In the case of population-based algorithms, such as simulated annealing, evolution-based and particle swarm optimization, the basic idea is to use the available input datasets in order to discover models that mimic the input data. It should be noticed that this method uses an objective criterion or a function to be optimized, thus making the method computationally intensive (for the genotype development and management). The primary goal is to find a near-optimal weight matrix based on the functional characteristics of the FCMs. Typical population-based methods have been published by many researchers (Koulouriotis et al., 2001; Papageorgiou et al., 2004; Mateou et al., 2005; Petalas et al., 2005; Stach et al., 2005; Alizadeh et al., 2007) .
Finally, the hybrid method is implemented combining the previous two learning techniques using the coupling of differential evolution algorithm and nonlinear Hebbian learning algorithm, by using both the global search capabilities of evolutionary strategies and the effectiveness of the NHL rule . This hybrid learning module was applied successfully in real-world problems. Moreover, through the experimental analysis, the results showed that this hybrid strategy was capable to train FCM effectively, thus leading the system to desired states and determining an appropriate weight matrix for each specific problem (Zhu and Zhang, 2008) .
APPLICATION OF FCMS IN ANALYZING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE FOR WBFS -STEADY AND DYNAMIC STATE ANALYSIS Description of the Case Study
The knowledge relating to FCM was applied in a case study considering a hypothetical development of a WBF. This study was supposedly applied to the district of Thessaly, Greece. Thessaly region is located in the central part of Greece (Coordinates: 39.6103 • N, 22.0476 • E) and has one of the two largest plains in Greece covering a total area of 14,037 km 2 . Also, there exist four major cities generating a huge amount of municipal solid waste among other types of waste making the area an ideal candidate for developing a WBF. The hypothetical location chosen was near the existed one, i.e., near the Parapotamos of Tempi municipality. The reason the location chosen were nearby the real location was not to create any opposition and prejudice in answering questionnaires by the local stakeholders and residents. Furthermore, we assumed that the heat and cooling customer was a local community. The main goal for the study was to assess the community attitudes toward the development and management of a WBF, measuring the degree of this acceptability. Apart from the site selection we also tried to keep the other characteristics of the hypothetical study as close as possible to the real case and only altering the ones that deal with the social issues. That is, our polling methods avoided to deal with: (a) the selection of energy conversion technologies and processes, (b) the product management policies, (c) the technological improvement, and (d) the economic and environmental sustainability. Even though we included a plethora of concepts relating to environmental, health, governmental, economic and technological issues, we primarily concentrated on the social concepts affecting the acceptance proposition or opposition of WBFs.
In order to draw the FCM, a diverse team of stakeholders and experts were interviewed to express their perceptions toward the environmental, health, social, governmental, economic and technological aspects relating to the development and management of WBFs. The diversity of the group imposed the inclusion of stakeholders such as local citizens, consumers, competent authority's government employees, institution representatives, farmers etc. Two experts were also interviewed, one with socio-economic and the other with chemical process engineering expertise. The experts were showed similar research works on the subject such as of Lopolito et al. (2009) and Sacchelli (2014) . This is the reason that some of the concepts involved in the creation of the FCM were similar to the ones used in these two works. The total number of stakeholders raised to 23 and complemented by the interviews of the two experts. In total, the experts have identified 43 concepts, as it is explained in the following subsection focusing on the social acceptance of WBF operations. We must say that the number 43 resulted after the merging of similar concepts that were practically the same but with different linguistic description/labeling. It should also be noted that some concepts were dominant for most of the stakeholders and experts, but others were depended of their area of interest and expertise. The age of the involved participants in the study was between 29 and 59 years. The weight of the answers was calculated differently for the stakeholders and the experts though. More specifically, 40% of the weighted average of the answers was due to experts and the rest of 60% to the stakeholders following a widely known practice in developing and drawing FCMs. Relatively to the interviewing process, at first we described to the stakeholders the most relevant concepts to WBF and also the causal relationships between concepts using mostly natural language, so they could understand, digest and share among themselves the new information. Once the participants were given an assessment example of a similar problem, they were able to assign negative or positive causality. The values assigned to causality (weights) were of the fuzzy range [very high, high, medium to high, medium, medium to low, low, very law] and similarly on the negative scale. After the collection of interviews, the results were defuzzified and entered in the online software "Mental Modeler" (2018) 1 to draw the FCM, which is depicted in Figure 2 , and calculate the following: (Kosko, 1986 (Kosko, , 1987 . The higher the value, the greater is the importance of all concepts or the individual weight of a concept in the overall model 1 .
• C/N: number of connections divided by number of variables (concepts) • Complexity: ratio of receiver variables to transmitter variables • Density: connections number compared to all possible connections number. Table 1 shows the general statistics of the FCM and Table 2 the concept individualized properties described above. The complexity of the resulting FCM comes from the large amount of connections, but this is due to the nature of the concepts identified. It should be noted that we categorized these concepts into five classes, namely: (a) Environmental-Health, (b) Social, (c) Government-Laws, (d) Economics, and (e) Technological. An apparent similarity and increased interdependence of the concepts belonging to the same class can be observed. However, there is also an increased number of interconnections between concepts of different classes. This is because of the correlation of environment and health with societal issues and how these affect the decisions of local citizens when it comes to altering their lives. It must be noticed that experts and stakeholders from the local community (citizens, consumers) referred to the social issues (Risk perception, Public Trust, Well-being of citizens, Inclusiveness) as the most crucial factors influencing the operation and management of such facilities, and regarded the technological and economics issues as secondary. On the other hand, experts and stakeholders coming from competent authorities such as government employees, institution representatives and chemical engineers gave extensive weight to the potential consequences of using WBF products and by-products and also to the resulting economic benefits (new investment and business plans, profit analysis for the Another structural measure of FCM is the Hierarchy Index which is defined by the following equation and depends on the out degree (od) of each concept (node) in an FCM of N concepts (MacDonald, 1983) .
FCM Steady State Analysis
When h is equal to 1, the mapping is completely hierarchical, and when it is equal to 0, the mapping is completely democratic (Ozesmi and Ozesmi, 2004) . The hierarchy index of the FCM was calculated to be 0.137, making it very close to 0 and therefore highly democratic. Of course there is diversification of the hierarchy index in the case of the individual FCMs as opposed to the merged one. Obviously, the collective case increases the number of nodes, as it affects the in-degree and out-degree of these nodes, making the FCM more democratic and its system's steady state more resistant to the alterations of individual concepts. The concept with the highest centrality, as expected, was the "Acceptance" with a very high score of 24.83. Furthermore, the most central concepts directly affecting the Acceptance concept were the following, in decreasing order of their complexity: WBF Product Certification 11.32, Risk perception 11.08, Equity of decision making processes 6.64, Uncertainty toward the settlement of the new industry 6.51 and Well-being of citizens 6.09. This depicts the direct association of the social issues (primarily) and the environmental issues (secondly) to affect this decision.
To the best of the authors' knowledge, there does not exist any relevant research that could establish the current state and values of the environmental, health, social, governmental, economic and technological oriented concepts involved in the creation of the FCM depicted in Figure 2 . For this reason, we consider the steady state of the FCM model as the initial scenario to start our analysis. In order to make evaluations and draw conclusions, we examined the worst case and the best case scenario as compared to the steady state. The worst case scenario is set up with all driver concepts to have the value of 0.1. On the opposite side the best case scenario is set up with all driver concepts to have the value of 1. In Figure 3 we depict the analysis where in the worst case scenario a decrease of about 1% is shown in the "Social Acceptance" receiver concept when it is compared to the original steady state scenario which was set as the base for the analysis. In the same figure, we also observe the biggest decrease in the "WBF Product Certification" concept rising up to 18% with the "Intervention of non-local businessman" to follow having an overall 11% decrease. These two values show FIGURE 3 | The effect of the driver concepts in the full FCM for the worst case scenario compared to the steady state.
that the relation of the driver concepts for this FCM to the "WBF Product Certification" and the "Intervention of nonlocal businessman" concepts is driven by what we call negative causality. The meaning of this great decrease of concept C7 and C14, respectively is that a small increase of the driver concepts causes the highest irrelevance to them. Therefore, these two concepts are the ones that they are the least affected in positive changes of the driver concepts in the FCM. The values of 18 and 11% decrease, respectively are not significant but the fact of the greater negatively causality is of great importance. The highest increases appear on the "Uncertainty toward the settlement of the new industry" and "Equity in sharing WBF product profit" scoring a 9 and 2% increase, respectively. On the opposite side, the best case scenario is set up with all driver concepts to have the value near the value of 1. That means that we set up our model so that driver concepts are the ones that primarily affect the FCM as opposed to the rest of the ordinary concepts. Similarly in this case and after setting up all the driver concepts in the steady analysis to the value of 1 we observe the difference on the ordinary and receiver concepts giving special priority on the final receiver concept of the "Social Acceptance" (see Figure 4) . We observe a 10% increase in the "Social Acceptance" receiver concept when it is compared to the original steady state scenario which was set as the base for the analysis. Also several ordinary concepts behave in a similar way with representative the "Intervention of non-local businessman" with an increase of 10% and the "Consumer/citizen awareness" with an increase of 9%. In the inverse side concept C15 in Figure 4 which is the "Risk perception" is decreased as expected with a decrease of 12% and concept C24 (Uncertainty toward the settlement of the new industry) performs accordingly with a decrease of 7%. The significance of the highest decrease of concept C15 in this Figure is similar as in Figure 3 for the negative causality between the driver concepts and the concepts C15 and C24, respectively. The highest the increase of the driver concept makes the concepts C15 and C24 to be insignificant for the social acceptance receiver concept. The values of the decrease are as much important as the fact of signifying the least relevant ordinary concepts C15 and C24 in the model. For this case also, it was expected that the biggest increase of the driver concepts will decrease the risk (for example the bigger the Mass media publicity the smaller the risk reception and similarly this holds for the rest of the driver concepts).
Dynamic Scenario Analysis of the Social Issues
The size and complexity of the FCM conducted in sections Description of the Case Study and FCM Steady State Analysis however make the dynamic simulations needed for scenario analysis of the model less efficient. Such simulations on the extreme case (all concepts used as variables with semi-continuity on the values assigned between 0 and 1) run for long time periods to converge. Furthermore, the combinations of fixed value and variable value concepts are of exponential nature in this case, thus making us unable to explore the dynamic interactions between all concepts in the merged FCM. For this reason, we developed a second FCM based only on the concepts related to the social issues, trying to discover how only these aspects affect the social acceptance of WBFs. The graph achieved is shown in Figure 5 , and from now on, it will be denoted as Social_FCM.
For this case, the total number of concepts including "Social Acceptance" rises up to 18, with the total number of associations between concepts to be 60. For this case again, the only receiver concept is the "Social Acceptance, " with 7 Driver components and 10 Ordinary. The hierarchy index for this case was calculated to 0.0023, making the FCM slightly "more democratic" than the previous one. The general statistics of the Social_FCM are shown in Table 3 and the degrees and centralities of all the concepts in Table 4 .
For the resulted FCM, we run a significant amount of simulations to explore the nature of the associations between the related concepts in the map and the importance of one concept (defuzzified concept value). We focused on the convergence of the FCM after a certain number of iterations, using the clamping process as stated by Kosko (1986) . According to clamping, a Number of driver components 7
Number of receiver components 1
Number of ordinary components 10
Complexity score 0.1428571429 subset of the concepts is selected to be studied, i.e., to change values as opposed to the rest, in order to understand their effect in reaching the equilibrium end states. We may use all the ordinary and driver concepts for this process, although the receiver concepts cannot be included. However, it is intuitively logical to clamp only the driver concepts, as they primarily participate on the influence of the social acceptance receiver concept. According to this process, each of the concepts is increased or decreased accordingly, and the resulting concept value vector is compared to the steady state vector of the FCM (Vasslides and Jensen, 2016) . For our case, the changes are compared to the initial Social_FCM steady state. Figure 6 shows an indicative simulation of the Social_FCM, with all 18 concepts ranging from 0 to 1 along with their final converged values, and the corresponding curves of concept activation levels per each iteration. Simulations are run for all cases of activation functions available in combination to the available transformation functions, as described with the equations in section Basic Concepts for FCMs. Furthermore, any other combination and mixture of variable and ordinary concepts can easily produce individualized effects of specific concepts to Social Acceptance. Similarly to the previous subsection, we consider the steady state of the Social_FCM model as the initial scenario to start our analysis. Again, in order to draw conclusions for the effect of the driver concepts to the receiver and ordinary concepts of the Social_FCM, we examined the worst case and the best case scenario as compared to the steady state. The worst case scenario is set up with all driver concepts to have the value of 0.1 as in the full FCM use case before. On the opposite side, the best case scenario is set up with all driver concepts to have the value of 1. In Figure 7 , we depict the analysis where in the worst case scenario a decrease of about 3% is shown in the "Social Acceptance" receiver concept when it is compared to the original steady state scenario that was set as the base for the analysis. In the same figure, we also observe the biggest decrease in the "Public Trust" concept rising up to 8%, with the "Equity of decision making processes" to follow having an overall 16% decrease. The highest increases appear on the "Risk perception, " "Uncertainty toward the settlement of the new industry" and "Equity in sharing WBF product profit, " recording a 16, 8, and 8% increase, respectively.
It must be noted that Figure 7 does not depict absolute concept values, but only the increase or the decrease of these values relatively to the corresponding values of the steady state. For the case of the worst scenario explained previously, the concept values after convergence, as well as the curves of activation levels as they relate to the number of iterations, are shown in Figure 8 .
On the opposite side, the best case scenario was run using the same activation function to be comparable with the previous scenario. For the best case, all seven driver concepts are set to value 1 and we study the decrease or increase of the ordinary and receiver concepts relatively to the steady state. It should be noted that, on Figure 9 , we have: increase on the "Stakeholder participation, " decrease of the "Risk perception, " increase on "Public trust, " decrease on "Bias, " increase on "Equity of decision making processes, " decrease on "Uncertainty toward the settlement of the new industry, " decrease on the "Equity in sharing WBF product profit, " and finally an increase on the "Social acceptance." It should also be noticed that these increases or decreases are relatively to the worst case scenario.
All increases and decreases are judged logical expect the concept of "Equity of decision making processes." This and only misbehavior of the FCM is minor for two reasons: firstly the concept affected is ordinary and secondly the receiver concept is not affected. Similarly, on Figure 10 the curves of activation levels as they relate to the number of iterations are shown. 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE CHALLENGES
Waste biorefinery facilities (WBFs) development and sustainable waste management are still in infancy in the Southern Europe countries, due to limited allocated assets given, resulting in ischemic infrastructure and maintenance facilities. On the other hand, waste management is an enormously critical aspect because of the environmental, economical, technological and social consequences. For that reason, such large scale operations necessitate the coalition of large social bodies, stakeholders of diversified interest and competent authority policy makers. Our methodology was two fold in relation to identifying the most important aspects that affect the social acceptance of WBF. Firstly, a Fuzzy Cognitive Map (FCM) was developed, which captures the interoperation of environmental, health, social, technological and economic concepts that influence the social acceptance of WBFs. Since the complicated structure of the resulted FCM did not allow any definite conclusion regarding the most influential concepts to the social acceptance, in the second phase we modeled the impacts of just the social aspects to "social acceptance" for WBFs. For this purpose, of smaller FCM was used, to show treads and general directions in identifying the most determinant factors affecting the public opinion. Our analysis was also twofold: a) Steady State, where the FCM resulted as an amalgamation of stakeholder and expert knowledge, identifying five major classes of issues and b) Dynamic scenario analysis, after extracting only the social components, resulting in a much smaller FCM. For the second case, we were able to highlight the effect of the driver concepts, comparing the worst case and best case scenarios with the steady state analysis results. Various simulations were tried also, with a combination of activation and transformation functions selected as well as a variety of value levels between the worst and best case scenarios for a subset of ordinary and driver components.
More specifically, the analysis revealed that concepts such as "Uncertainty toward the settlement of the new industry, " "Risk perception, " "Stakeholder participation, " "Consumer/Citizen awareness, " "Equity of decision making processes" are the most influential factors to "Social Acceptance." This was what the dynamic scenario analysis has verified for the Social_FCM part of the FCM that was originally developed. However, there are some shortcomings to this study, which should be taken into account. First, the representation of the model and its dynamic behavior was focused only on the social aspects. This happened because the preliminary analysis of the full FCM resulted in a complicated structure increasing tremendously the state space of the FCM. For that reason, around 25 issues/concepts were cut from the original FCM overcoming the inability to provide dynamic scenario analysis with so many concepts. This concept reduction process also diminishes several indirect interrelations of the social concepts with the concepts of the other classes (environmental, economic, technological etc.). Thus, these interrelations and their impacts are not taken into consideration and their result in increase or decrease of the "Social Acceptance" cannot be revealed in the second version of the FCM. Secondly, the impact of the number of experts/stakeholders deployed to the developing task of the FCMs was not examined. There are studies that highlight the fact that, the greater the expert body the more stable the version of the FCM produced. Also, the improvement of the conceptual model describing the WBFs social acceptance is shown to be dependent of learning methodologies used.
Based on our discussion above and the input received from stakeholders, there are several recommended areas of focus as industry moves toward the optimization of WBF application. However, the most important issue is to design a competitive waste-biorefinery concept by systematic participation of all the factors that affect the decision and policy making in WBF application. The technology knowledge must be transmitted to various stakeholders in the wider society and the final decision must integrate not only the technological and economic advantages but also health and social acceptance. For that reason, social acceptance must always be present alongside lifecycle assessment and economic value and environmental impact analysis tools for the WBF application. The bottom line is that it is critical to engage local communities in the development and management of WBFs in order to elicit the view of lay people, as a means to amend burdens relating to social factors and to avoid the "NIMBY" phenomenon. We believe therefore that the enlargement of the present study with further investigation in this research area can provide a valuable tool for competent authorities and policy makers in developing WBFs.
